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In this report the CMS potential for the light charged Higgs boson discovery in the Minimal Super-
symmetric Standard Model is presented. First the latest results of the Tevatron and LEP experiments
on the light charged Higgs search are reminded. In the rest of the report the perspectives of CMS
for the light charged Higgs search are presented with description of some details of the analysis. The
results are based on the full simulation and reconstruction of the CMS detector including the system-
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1 Introduction
The Minimal Supersymmetric extension to the Standard Model (MSSM) [1] requires the introduction of two Higgs
doublets in order to preserve the supersymmetry. Five physical Higgs particles are predicted, two CP-even (h,H),
one CP-odd (A) and two charged ones (  ). All couplings and masses of the MSSM Higgs sector are determined
at the lowest order by two independent parameters, which are generally chosen as ﬁﬀﬃﬂ "!$#&%!   , the ratio of the
vacuum expectation values of the two Higgs doublets, and the pseudoscalar Higgs boson mass ')( . Since the
charged Higgs boson is a crucial signature of the MSSM, it is presently considered as one of the most interesting
particles in the MSSM Higgs sector.
The latest results from the LEP Higgs working group concerning the indirect search for neutral MSSM Higgs
bosons provide a lower mass limit of 125 GeV/ * # for ',+.- at ﬁﬀﬃﬂ0/213
 [2]. Results from direct searches at LEP
give instead a lower limit on the charged Higgs boson mass of 425
 GeV/ * # for 687:9;=<?>A@CBCDFEG1 [3]. Figure


























Figure 1: The excluded region at 99.7 H C.L. (Dark Green) obtained by the LEP Higgs working group.
performed at the Tevatron lead to some exclusion region in the parameter space for IJﬁKﬃLNMPOﬁQ and IJﬁKﬃLNRTS
[4, 5]. Figure 2 shows the excluded region obtained by Tevatron in the D0 and CDF experiments. In the study
presented in this report the light charged Higgs U;VXW.Y0RZV\[^]_V_`ba is searched for in the channel cdegfhf3ejilkﬃmonﬁp ,
kqi hadrons in the mass range S&rOsRut
W
YvRwSyxﬁQ GeV/ zh{ [6]. The mass range chosen is the most critical since
for Higgs boson masses close to the top mass the signal rate is low. Proving that the discovery is attainable in this
mass range would imply that the light charged Higgs boson can be discovered also at lower masses. All results
are obtained according to the LEP t}|3~=]VsJ benchmark scenario [2] with the following choice of the MSSM
parameters: SU(2) gaugino mass 
{
rQQ GeV/ z{ , 
w
rﬁQQ GeV/ zh{ , gluino mass u
"
QQ GeV/ zh{ , SUSY
breaking mass parameter  fŁf












The tq|3~=]VsJ scenario is one of the LEP benchmark scenarios designed to maximize the upper limit on t|&~
by non-zero stop mixing parameter thus providing a wider available parameter space compared to the case of

]utqC
$ scenario in which the stop mixing parameter is set to zero and the available parameter space is
smaller. The top quark mass is set to 175 GeV/ z3{ .
2 Signal and background simulation, cross sections and branching ratios
The MSSM charged Higgs boson can be produced in top quark decays, I i c m , if t W YuR2t,[o]tq` . In this
report the case of 
d
leptonic decay (e or  ) is described. The background channels consist of II events with at
least a single lepton (e or  ) and k -jets or jets which could fake k -jets, 
d
u ¢¡£
I¤ events and also single top
events which have, however, a small contribution. A total NLO I

I cross section of

OQg¥
 is used in this report [8]
for calculating the cross sections of the different nal states. The cross section of 
d
v o¡£
I¦¤ events is obtained
with the MadEvent generator [9] with some preselection cuts: §=¨© [ª MZrﬁQ«
£h¬_­&® ¯®


























Figure 2: The excluded region at 95 ± C.L. obtained by D0 and CDF at Tevatron.
²´³¶µ ·¸\¹ﬃº»8¼½·¾¸_¿$ºÀ»_³NÁﬃÂÄÃ
for all pairs of nal state jets. The branching ratio of top decay to charged Higgs
depends on both ÅqÆ.Ç and È¦ÉÊgË as shown in Fig. 3a. The corresponding top decay to ÌwÍÎ (Fig. 3b) decreases
with increasing È¦ÉÊﬃË while keeping the sum of the branching ratios around one (for ÅÏÆÐÒÑAÓÔ Á GeV/ Õ » the






» ). Figure 4 shows the ÝÍ decay branching ratio in different nal states for È¦ÉÊﬃË ³ÚßÁ .
βtan







































Figure 3: a)Branching ratio of top decay to ÝÍ vs ÈÉﬁÊﬃË , b)Branching ratio of top decay to Ì2Í vs È¦ÉﬁÊCË















Cross section [pb] 10.70 5.06 1.83 0.157





























Cross section (pb) 0.91 0.19 0.02
3
)2(GeV/c+Hm




























Table 1 shows the cross section times branching ratio of ý¢>þß Ü ý events for ¦ﬀﬃﬂ0"üﬁ
 . Due to the small
cross section of êý>÷=<Üó ý as shown in Table 2 only ¦ý>÷ãß ã ý events were generated and simulated
as signal events for ' + - 1
 GeV/ * # . For 'q+ -  1ﬁ
 GeV/ * # both  ý	  and 
)>Ø ýC  are used for
comparison. The NLO cross section times branching ratio of signal events with ' + EN' is listed in Table 3.
Finally the cross section of the main background channels are shown in Table 4.




























 GeV/ * #
Cross section [pb] 0.14 0.297








































Cross section [pb] 25.8 39.7 245.6 840
3 Event selection
Full simulation of the detector response was achieved with CMSIM [10] or OSCAR [11] including pileup events
corresponding to a luminosity of ü21Z13
4336567  #  
 
. The full reconstruction of the detector response and event
analysis was performed with the 87:9); package [12]. The event selection is as the following:
< Event trigger
Events are triggered if there is a muon with =?>G/ 1A@ GeV, B CB

üDú1 or an electron with =?>´/ üﬁ5 GeV,
B CB

üﬃD @ . At HLT harder cuts are applied such as =?>0/Ú1&5 GeV and isolation requirements for muons [13].
< Jet reconstruction, selection and b-tagging
Jets were reconstructed with the Iterative Cone algorithm [13] with a cone size EPF 9HGICïD # Ú9-GKJ$D # 

DÄ . Jets were selected within B CB

üD @ and requiring LNMPO 
>
/(@
RQS'!T . There should be at least three jets in
the event to be accepted.
The b-tagging is done by Impact Parameter Signicance method and one b-jet is required in the event with
kinematic cuts the same as those applied on jets.
4
< Ofine @ tagging
The @ reconstruction and selection is performed ofine starting from the Level 1 @ -like energy deposits in the
calorimeters ([13]). A regional jet reconstruction is performed around the direction of the Level 1 @ objects;
the raw jet tranverse energy is required to be LNMPO 
>
/jü
RQS'ATID The contribution from electrons faking @ -jets
can be reduced by requiring the hottest HCAL tower U)V to be larger than üRQS'!T (only towers belonging to
jets are considered). In the next step a matching cone with G_72Ò
D 1 is dened around the jet axis. Tracks
with =W>2/ 1 GeV/ * are searched for within the matching cone and the largest =X> track is identied and a
signal cone with G\7½Ú
D 
4 is dened around its direction. The signal vertex is considered as the vertex from
which the leading track originates. Then an isolation cone with G_7uÚ
D @ is dened around the leading track
to check the tracker isolation requirement. If no track from the signal vertex is found with = > /21 GeV/ * in
the isolation cone except for those falling in the signal cone, the isolation is satisfactory. The electromagnetic






























When a jet satises all requirements mentioned above, it is identied as a @ -jet candidate. A cut on the
transverse energy of the @ jet, L >

/	@
 GeV, can be applied to suppress the background. Since the leading
track in the jst is more energetic in signal events than in background events, a cut on the @ energy carried by









D  . The total charge of all
tracks contained in the signal cone of an identied @ -jet gives an estimate of the @ -lepton charge. The sum of
the charges of the event trigger lepton ( ':
* ) and of the @ -lepton is hence required to be s9P3Ds9@CD "
 ,
since they originate from mother particles of opposite charges ( :$Àß  ).
< Missing LN> reconstruction
The missing transverse energy reconstruction is performed by summing all the Ecal energy deposits plus the
Hcal towers and correcting for muons (if any in the event). The raw energy jets of jets involved in the LK
Z [P[
>
reconstruction are corrected [15] to improve their energy resolution. Only jets with raw jet L > /Z	
 GeV are
used; this cut is optimized to improve the L 
Z [P[
>




 GeV is applied to increase
the signal to background ratio.
4 Signal and background selection efciencies
The summary of all event selection requirements together with the corresponding efciencies is given in Tables 5,




 GeV/ * # should actually be added together and then compared to ﬁ fusion process. No signicant
difference is seen between ¦ý! gb and gg. The one b-jet requirement mentioned in Section 3.2 is decomposed into
two different steps: rstly events with at least one b-jet are accepted, secondly events with more than one b-jet are
rejected. The rst requirement has a higher selection efciency for background events, however, the second cut
rejects background events reasonably (more than 4¶	
4 ) at the expense of losing 4P { üﬁ
 of signal events.
The efciency of the second cut for signal events increases with larger '8- , i.e. with lower signal cross section.
Hence there is little loss where the signal rate is low.
Results can be extrapolated to other ¦ﬁﬀCﬂ values by using the branching ratios of Figs. 3a, 3b and 4. The effect
of a larger ¦ﬀﬃﬂ appears only as some increase in the signal rate and no kinematic effect is expected. Selection
efciencies are then expected to be independent from ﬁﬀﬃﬂ . Different ¦ﬀﬃﬂ values were investigated in this study
for different masses of charged Higgs. In the next sections the results are presented and the nal conclusions are
drawn.
5 Contribution of other signal and background nal states
Contribution of other signal nal states is estimated to be an additional factor of 4 üﬁ to the number of signal
events [6]. The single top background produces about 60 events after all selection cuts and is taken into account
in all calculations. The contribution of other background events such as ßÒãﬃ with ß"v>'&B
O
ﬁ*.B and  C
followed by the decay  >'!'
 @ï@ are also estimated to be negligible.
5
Table 5: List of selection cuts and their efciencies for signal events with ' + -  1
 GeV/ * # for ¦ﬀﬃﬂ 
ü
 . Numbers in each row show the remaining cross section after applying the corresponding cut. Numbers in

















GeV/ * # ' +.- Ò1&ﬁ
 GeV/ * # ' +.- w1~
 GeV/ * #




L1 + HLT 5170.5(48.3) 2456.3(48.5) 888.9(48.6)
/=u	 jets 1889.7(36.5) 795.0(32.4) 264.3(29.7)

1  , 'h 1103.5(58.4) 427.4(53.8) 131.4(49.7)
 ü¢ , '
883.0(80.0) 358.7(83.9) 119.2(90.7)
Having L1 @ 878.4(99.5) 357.4(99.6) 119.0(99.8)
@ -jet reconstruction 875.0(99.6) 356.5(99.7) 118.8(99.8)
Hottest HCAL tower L > /uü GeV 778.0(88.9) 316.1(88.6) 105.9(89.1)
Tracker isolation 378.2(48.6) 163.5(51.7) 52.7(49.8)
Ecal isolation 292.9(77.4) 134.2(82.1) 43.1(81.8)
@L > /@











D  102.3(41.9) 50.7(44.8) 16.8(45.9)
X9.3Ds9@CD u









  510 254 92
6 Results with systematic uncertainties
Since the number of background events after all selection cuts is large enough (more than 1000 events), the signif-
















































The approach for including systematic uncertainties in the signal statistical signicance calculation have been
described in detail in [6]. Therefore here only the sources of uncertainties and how they are taken into account are
presented.




































































































































¬ is the number
of ßj/ 	
,
'h events in the background area.




. These are the minimum values of uncertainties in the duration of an integrated luminosity of 	
ó
 
which would be reached at the end of this period.
6.1 Final result and the ®°¯ discovery contour with systematic uncertainties
Equation 2 is used to calculate the signal statistical signicance at 	

 
for different ¦ﬀﬃﬂ values. Table 9 shows
the signal signicance for different 7
+

and ¦ﬀﬃﬂ values at 	
 
 
. The extrapolation to large ﬁﬀﬃﬂ values shows
that a  signicance for '
+
Ò1ﬁ
 GeV/ * # is obtained only for ﬁﬀﬃﬂ  13

 .
The results listed in Table 9 are shown in the form of a ﬁ discovery contour in Fig. 5. The result of introducing the







Table 6: List of selection cuts and their efciencies for signal events with ' + - ÷1
 GeV/ * # for ¦ﬀﬃﬂ 
ü
 . Numbers in each row show the remaining cross section after applying the corresponding cut. Numbers in
parentheses are relative efciencies in percent.
 ý >á=Üß 
ý











GeV/ * # ' +.- Ò1
 GeV/ * # ' +.- w1
 GeV/ * #
1q687 ﬃ 157. 140. 297.
L1 + HLT 78.0(49.7) 70.5(50.4) 145.4(48.9)
/=u	 jets 23.2(29.7) 21.7(30.7) 55.3(38.0)

1  , 'h 11.5(49.4) 11.7(54.1) 31.9(57.7)
 ü¢ , '
10.9(94.8) 10.0(85.5) 25.8(80.9)
Having L1 @ 10.8(99.8) 10.0(99.6) 25.7(99.4)
@ -jet reconstruction 10.8(99.9) 10.0(99.9) 25.5(99.1)
Hottest HCAL tower L > /Zü GeV 9.6(88.4) 8.9(88.8) 22.6(88.9)
Tracker isolation 4.9(51.3) 5.1(57.2) 11.4(50.5)
Ecal isolation 4.2(84.9) 4.3(84.5) 9.6(84.4)
@L > /@b











D  1.6(41.7) 1.8(45.9) 3.4(39.6)
X9.3Ds9@CD u
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 contour (Full simulation and reconstruction)σ5
with systematic uncertainties
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Figure 5: The Ã




the signal cross section increases and the effect of the uncertainties becomes small. The light












Î ( åvÖ hadrons)
channel. Results correspond to an integrated luminosity of ´ ÁSµ Î õX¶ including low uminosity pileup events. The
systematic uncertainties are evaluated and included. It was shown that the effect of the systematic uncertainties is
7
Table 7: List of selection cuts and their efciencies for background events. Numbers in each row show the re-








 ßj/	 , '
>3B¦@CBﬁ
ý
 >3B&! B#" 
ý
 >3B ,., 
ý
 ßj >3B












L1 + HLT 12101.2(46.9) 28429.1(71.4) 99506.6(40.5) 287280(34.2)
/=½	 jets 5105.2(42.2) 11306.6(39.8) 66038.6(66.4) 114050(39.7)

1o , 'h 3428.3(67.1) 7622.0(67.4) 43433.0(65.8) 24292.7(21.3)
 ü¢ , '
2325.7(67.8) 5262.7(69.0) 29003.4(66.8) 21207.5(87.3)
Having L1 @ 2310.7(99.3) 5233.7(99.4) 28698.8(98.9) 20613.7(97.2)
@ -jet reconstruction 2303.6(99.7) 5224.4(99.8) 28465.0(99.2) 19438.7(94.3)
Hottest HCAL tower ¸¹2º» GeV 2034.1(88.3) 3850.6(73.7) 26635.1(93.6) 17125.5(88.1)
Tracker isolation 798.7(39.3) 1120.6(29.1) 6653.3(25.0) 5411.7(31.6)
Ecal isolation 545.6(68.3) 519.5(46.3) 2952.8(44.4) 2554.3(47.2)
@L > /@b











ﬀD  123.5(30.4) 131.9(38.6) 377.9(19.4) 224.5(17.1)
s9.3Ds9;@CDou
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Scale uncertainty of  ý cross section 4




Jet energy scale 	4
Mistagging a non-b-jet as a b-jet 4
Mistagging a jet as a @ -jet üﬁ
Non-b-jet identication (anti-b-tagging) ﬁ
Luminosity uncertainty ﬁ
a decrease of 5-10 GeV/ * # the observable charged Higgs mass for ﬁﬀﬃﬂ  ﬁ
 . Since for ' +.- /w1~
 GeV/ * # the
signal rate becomes small the ﬁ discovery contour shows a small growth for ' +.-  1A~
 GeV/ * # and the charged
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